R. POLANSKY (ed.), The Cambridge companion to Aristotle’s Nicomachean ethics, Cambridge Companions to Philosophy, Cambridge-New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2014. Xii + 474 pp. $36.99 - 23.99 £ (pb). ISBN
978-0-521-12273-3.
This Cambridge Companion contains a lively introduction by Professor Roland Polansky, from Duquesne University in Pittsburgh, which deftly
sets his own version of an agenda for the volume as a whole. The contributors, from both sides of the Atlantic, respond by contributing no fewer than
twenty further papers covering most of the major topics raised by the Ethics. The standard of the papers gives a good picture of the lively and detailed
work currently lavished upon the Nicomachean Ethics. The papers are arranged more or less in the order in which the topics appear in Aristotle’s text,
ERHXLI][MXRIWWXSXLIIRSVQSYWTVSKVIWWQEHISZIVXLIPEWXðJX]]IEVWSV
so to explore the details of Aristotle’s arguments. The technical level of many
of the contributions would be appreciated by postgraduate students who are
already well acquainted with the Ethics, but would, I suspect, present the
ordinary undergraduate with a more detailed and technical challenge than
they would normally be able to cope with.
8LIRSXMSRSJ҂ŊҁѾ҆ҋ҉҆ѾMWWYFNIGXIHXSEVMKSVSYWVII\EQMREXMSRF]'
D. Reeve. He concludes, reasonably enough, by stressing Aristotle’s general
EGGSYRXSJXLIKSSHPMJIXLIPMJIMR[LMGLETIVWSRI\IQTPMðIWEPPXLIQSVEP
virtues surely will be a happy life, in comparison with which the attractiveness of the purely contemplative life seems to pale. So it remains somewhat
TY^^PMRK XLEX %VMWXSXPI RSRIXLIPIWW MRWMWXW XLEX MX MW ҅҂ҔҌ҆Ѿ [LMGL MW XLI
GLEVEGXIVMWXMGJIEXYVISJXLIJYPðPPIHPMJIJSVER]SRI-[SRHIV[LIXLIV%VMWtotle has in mind not so much high-powered academic research and insight,
FYXVEXLIVXLIUYMIXEFMPMX]XSVIñIGXFEGOSRSRIqWPMJIERHHMWGSZIVXLEXMX
really has made good sense. Be that as it may, Reeve’s lucidly argued paper is
an attractive introduction to the volume as a whole.
Lesley Brown in a brief but persuasive piece argues that the various virXYSYW HMWTSWMXMSRW SJ GLEVEGXIV EVI HIðRIH MR XIVQW SJ XLI EGXMSRW [LMGL
those dispositions in normal conditions will lead an agent to perform. We
can more easily have a discussion to determine whether an action in response
to a particular situation was the right thing to do, and then then claim that
it is by repeatedly doing that action that one gradually develops the habit of
judging such situations correctly. I suppose this is to say that it is easier, or
more productive or more useful, even for three experienced surgeons, say, to
discuss what ought to be done for a particular patient and then to act on that
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consensus, than it is for them to discuss the precise nuances of their initial
feelings about it. Years of experience would enable them to assess many complex cases accurately in virtue of their considerable experience. The point
Leslie Brown would with to make is that the virtue is dependent upon the
GYQYPEXMZIIǬIGXSJXLIMRHMZMHYEPGEWIWMRGSRXVEWXXSEXPIEWXWSQIZIVWMSRW
of virtue ethics which would suggest that the moral virtue is the primary
indicator, and what it would be appropriate to do is to be decided on the basis
of that emotive response.
+MPIW4IEVWSRSǬIVWEGEVIJYPP]RYERGIHSJXLIZMVXYIWSJ'SYVEKIERH8IQperance. He tidies up some of the ambiguities in Aristotle’s account of fear.
Thus, the brave person is not fearless when faced with the likelihood of death;
FYXMREHMǬIVIRXWIRWISJpJIEVqLIMWLIMWRSRIXLIPIWWGSRðHIRXERH[MPPRSX
ñIITVIGMWIP]FIGEYWISJLMWE[EVIRIWWSJXLIRSFMPMX]SJXLIGEYWI4IEVWSREPWS
tidies up ambiguities in A’s account of fear, iii.8 1115b—1116a; the brave person
is not fearless – for while he will naturally be afraid when believes that his
HIEXLMWPMOIP]LIMWE[EVISJXLIRSFMPMX]SJGEYWIERHWSMWGSRðHIRXXLEXLI
will not disgrace himself by running away. A brave person, however, might
FI EJVEMH SJ HIEXL JVSQ ER MPPRIWW z [LMGL MW RSX pJSV WEOI SJ E RSFPI IRHq
SVMRðKLXMRKJSVEREPPIKIHP]RSFPIGEYWI[LIVIEWWSQISRI[LSMWQIVIP]
optimistic will be fearless while everything is going well, but not at all when
things turn against him. But can dying in battle for a noble cause contribute
XSSRIqW҂ŊҁѾ҆ҋ҉҆Ѿ#8LIVIQEVOEXFp3RIW[EPPS[HSIWRSXQEOIE
summer’ might suggest not; but it occurs to me to wonder whether the brave
QER VIñIGXMRK SR XLI MQQMRIRX GIVXEMRX] SJ HIEXL QMKLX RSRIXLIPIWW WII
IZIRXLEXQMWJSVXYRIEWpðXXMRKqERHWSWSQIXLMRKXSFITVSYHSJ#
Temperance, Pearson argues, like courage, is more important than it
QMKLXEXðVWXWMKLXETTIEVWMRGIMXTVSZMHIWERIWWIRXMEPJSYRHEXMSRJSVTVEGtical wisdom, preventing us from enjoying the wrong things, or the right
things too much, or from enjoying the right things in the wrong way.
In addition to his introductory remarks, Ronald Polansky also contributes
an excellent paper on Aristotle’s treatment of Justice, with the focus on
justice as a moral virtue rather than as a description of various actions. As he
rightly says, remembering that this is Aristotle’s focus here , as also in the case
of the other moral virtues, avoids many problems of interpretation. Justice is
EHMWTSWMXMSR[LIVIF]ETIVWSRMWMRGPMRIHXSJEZSYVJYPðPPIHPMZIWJSVSXLIVW
8LMW HMWTSWMXMSR [MPP EǬIGX E TIVWSRqW EXXMXYHI ERH GSRHYGX MR EPP EVIEW SJ
community life. We can think of justice as fairness with regard to property,
or in the law; but the virtue of justice is one, even though the actions which
I\IQTPMJ] MX [MPP FI ZIV] HMǬIVIRX JVSQ SRI ERSXLIV 4SPERWO] HSIW RSX
suppose that Aristotle eventually arrives at a single clear criterion for deciding
[LMGLEGXMSRWEVINYWX3RXLIGSRXVEV]XLIGSQTPI\MX]SJXLIEXXIQTXW[LMGL
Aristotle makes in approaching all the problems involved in identifying just or
unjust actions, suggests that there is no simple decision procedure.
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An original and refreshing treatment of the social virtues – notably the
SHHSRIW[LMGL%VMWXSXPIQIRXMSRWQEKRMðGIRGIQEKRERMQMX]ERHUYMGO
[MXXIHRIWW MW SǬIVIH F] ,IPIR 'YPP]IV 7LI QEREKIW XS QEOI XLIQ WIIQ
considerably less odd than they often do; and Daniel C. Russell writes a very
balanced essay on the complementarity of virtues, clearly put and giving an
SYXPMRISJXLITVSFPIQWLIXEOIWXSFIMRZSPZIH.IWWMGE1SWWp;EW%VMWXSXPI
E,YQIER#qKSIWXSXLILIEVXSJWIZIVEPQSHIVRGSRXVSZIVWMIWFSXLMRIXLMGW
and in the interpretation of Aristotle. She argues clearly, and to my mind
persuasively, that Aristotle is not a Humean, despite the fact that he does
indeed wrestle with some of the questions which Hume tried to answer,
and that he would have had some sympathy with the line Hume took. But
practical reason, although intimately connected with our emotions, is epistemologically and practically prior to those emotions when it comes to moral
training and, in particular, to making moral decisions. Aristotle had no aspiVEXMSRWXSFI[LEXWSQISJSYVGSRXIQTSVEVMIW[SYPHGEPPEp:MVXYI)XLMGMWXq
Hendrik Lorenz gives a careful account Aristotle’s analysis of akratic action, but does not accept the suggestion made by Austin and Bostock among
others, that people are able deliberately and explicitly to decide to do what
they clearly know they ought not to do.
There is also a very good discussion by Kirsten Inglis on the extent to
[LMGLEPPGMXM^IRW[SYPHFII\TIGXIHXSLEZIFIIREWWMWXIHMRXLIMVIǬSVXWXS
have a fully rounded moral development. She thinks they would not; instead,
in a well-run city, citizens might expect to have a very all-inclusive moral
code as a result of the extent to which they are sensitive to public disapproval, via a sense of shame. It may be only a minority of citizens who can
JYPP]GSQTP][MXLXLI+VERH)RHSJQSVEPMX]&YXXLI]GERWIXEXSRI[LMGL
EǬIGXWXLIEXXMXYHIWSJSXLIVW[LSWIPMZIWEVIGSPSYVIHERHGLEVEGXIVMWIHF]
adherence to standards which they themselves do not have in a personal
sense, but which they nonetheless accept and value.
:IVMX],EVXI4EXVMGO0II1MPPIVERH8LSVRXSR0SGO[SSHSǬIVXLVIIHMJferent, but mutually fascinating, accounts of Aristotle’s view of friendship,
TPIEWYVIWERHSJSYVðREPGSRXIQTPEXMZIIRH4PIEWYVIGERGLEVEGXIVM^IEPMJI
SJHIFEYGLIV]pðXSRP]JSVFIEWXWq&YXMX[MPPEPWSEGGSQTER]XLIZMVXYSYW
life and indeed is a feature whereby one can recognise a truly virtuous life. By
ERHPEVKI%VMWXSXPIEKVIIW[MXL4PEXSXLIVIEVIHMǬIVIRXX]TIWSJTPIEWYVI&YX
we need to be careful with some arguments which would relate our pleasures
to the pleasures of brute beasts; and indeed the contrary position according
which the higher form of pleasure is that which we can share with god.
The Companion concludes with an invaluable topical Bibliography.
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